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“The Award was a tremendous
morale boost, not only for me, but
for all the team and participating
communities. The importance of
our work was no longer just a
figment of our imagination, carried
out in isolation, struggling to find
ways to make conservation work.
In the mid-1990s, there were few
community-based conservation
projects in Nigeria. The Whitley
Award validated our work and gave
us worldwide recognition.”
Liza Gadsby, NIGERIA
Whitley Award 1996

“The Whitley Award changed my
life. In the ceremony, I said to The
Princess Royal that I would
dedicate the rest of my life to this
project. And so I am doing it and
I feel very proud and very humble
saying it: we have saved 43
species. The Colombian tragedy
is that there are 7,500 threatened
species – an entire life is not
enough for this work. But we have
not stopped working even one day
in this wonderful work that began
with the Whitley Award.”
Alberto Gómez-Mejía, COLOMBIA
Whitley Award 2005

“After being awarded the Whitley
Award I find myself facing the
ordinary people in the streets, the
town mayor, the University
authorities, teachers, and the
whole new generation of biologists
and conservationists thinking "we
can do it". And that feeling is so
inspiring for me. I believe that the
Whitley Award represents an
open door for support, trust and
hope for the effort of individual
conservationists of any country.”
Erika Cuellar, BOLIVIA
Whitley Award 2007

for International Nature Conservation. In the 15 years since the first Award
in 1994, the Fund has supported the work of more than 100 conservation
leaders in 50 countries. With your help, more than £5 million has been
distributed. Together this network of winners represents an army of
conservationists, all working to help local communities work towards a
more sustainable future.
Tonight we will meet another group of determined conservationists from
around the world who are working against the odds with teamwork,
dedication and passion. Our finalists are from Bangladesh, India,
Guatemala, Haiti, Brazil, Chile, Turkey, China, Peru and Borneo. Together
they are working on a huge range of issues from blue whales, to giant
clams, from tapir research to conservation of the Amazon, mangrove
restoration to community-based turtle protection.
Conservation is a growing, urgent field of work. There are increasing
opportunities for us to work together globally and share lessons learned.
The Whitley Award winners are showing us the way and illustrating how
relatively small amounts of funding can make a huge difference to locally
led initiatives. Their achievements are leading to new scientific discoveries
and knowledge, changes in attitude, and significant national and regional
policy decisions affecting natural resource use.
Nowhere are the stakes for conservation higher or the challenges
greater than in the developing world, but this is also an exciting time
of opportunity for conservation. Time and again, Whitley Award winners
have demonstrated how with our support, and with teamwork, we can
make a difference to species and habitats, and the local people who
rely upon them.
We are delighted to welcome the 2008 Whitley Award winners.
Edward Whitley
Founder, Whitley Fund for Nature
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Welcome

Welcome to the 15th Anniversary of the Whitley Awards
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Tonight we will give nine Whitley Awards, and one of these winners will
also be selected by our Judging Panel to win the overall Gold Award, to
result in £60,000 of funding over two years. This is only possible due to
the generous support of our donors.
Conservation is not about one-off grant giving. Though many of our
strongest winners happily outgrow us and find long-term sources of
funding, in the interim we are there for them. We would like to extend a
special thank you to those of you who have been donors for years,
perhaps even from the beginning, and still support us, so we in turn can
support these effective conservation leaders.
Georgina Ponder
Director, Whitley Fund for Nature

Major Sponsors and Whitley Award Donors
Donations in excess of £30,000
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The Garfield Weston Foundation
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The Whitley Fund for Nature relies on donations for all the grants we
distribute. We keep overheads to the minimum possible whilst
maintaining a professional charity, ensuring at least 90% of each donation
reaches people on the ground. WFN is run by a small team equivalent to
two full-time staff and this year we are delighted to announce we have
once again raised over £1 million. We distribute this funding through
three types of grant, from smaller Associate Awards, to our flagship prize
– the Whitley Award – and Continuation Funding for our strongest
previous winners (see page 18).
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Friends of the Whitley Fund for Nature
The ‘Friends’ are vital to the momentum and vigour of the charity. They include all
donors who are not Major sponsors or the donors of specific Awards. Many are
committed volunteers as well as donors – the Whitley Awards would simply not
happen without them! Funds from the Friends are pooled together to support a full
Whitley Award, Continuation Funding and other grants.
We would like to extend our greatest thanks to all our donors, including the many
people who elected to remain anonymous. On behalf of the winners and everyone
at WFN, thank you for your support.
Catherine Faulks
Chair of the Friends of the Whitley Fund for Nature

Donations received between 1st January 2007 and 4th May 2008.
£5000 and above

up to £500

James and Victoria Corcoran
Robert and Ruth Maxted
Eski Thomas
Madeleine Wickham
BBC Wildlife Fund
Guy Johnson Charitable Trust
Kirby Laing Foundation
LJC Fund Ltd.
Mactaggart Third Fund
WildInvest

Keith and Chippy Abel
Wendy Acquistapace
Charles and Camilla Alexander
Sarah Barbour
Anne Beckwith Smith
Catkin and David Bodmer
Katie and Simon Brewer
Oliver and Karen Brind
John and Anne Buckens
Richard Buxton
Matthew and Francesca Cadbury
James and Veronica Carbone
The Earl and Countess of Chichester
Guy and Katie Christie
Michael Cockerell and Anna Lloyd
Paul and Looby Crean
Peter and Marianne Culver
Mark and Charlotte Cunningham
Joanna Daniel
Cathy Dean
Catherine Doig
John and Felicity Fairbairn
David and Anne Fass
Stuart Finch
Christopher and Sally Fordham
Helena Fosh
William Fox
Sally Gillespie
Jan and Jean Gustafsson
David and Gabriele Hackworthy
Martin and Melanie Hall
Charles and Elizabeth Handy
Ian and Deborah Hannam
Peter and Linda Harper
Christopher and Claire Hill
Mark and Vibeke Hobbs
Lord and Lady Hodgson
Andrew Hutton
Jerker and Stephanie Johansson
David and Jacqueline Jones-Parry
Oliver Jory
Carol Kemm and Brian Wigmore
William Kendall
Christopher and Dana Kinder

up to £5000
Sally and Edward Benthall
Sam and Rosie Berwick
Francis and Helen Bromovsky
Rory and Elizabeth Brooks
Catherine and Edward Faulks
Michael and Maureen Hobbs
Mark and Sophie Lewisohn
Simon and Penny Linnett
Jeremy Lloyd
Christopher and Annie Newell
Julia Paton
Charles and Ruth Plowden
Gregg Sando and Sarah Havens
G.C. Charitable Trust
The Golden Bottle Trust
The Lady More Charitable Trust
Anthony Travis Charitable Trust

up to £1000
Louise and Vin Bhattacharjee
Bruno and Christiane Boesch
Kristina Borsy and Nick Turdean
Timothy and Charlotte Dye
Patricia and Ray Gallanders
Edward and Teleri Iliffe
Anshu and Geetika Jain
Frances and Alexis Prenn
James and Nicola Reed
Sir Tim Rice
Paul and Jill Ruddock
Richard and Victoria Strang
Giles and Polly Wilson
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Ian and Aysen Lazarus
Jeffrey and Nicole Lewis-Oakes
Tom and Julie Lindsay
John Lorimer
Anita Lowenstein and Jonathan Dent
Bridget Lubbock
Elizabeth Ludick
Stephen Ludlow
Bob and Katherine Maguire
Scott and Laura Malkin
Henry and Sara Manisty
Charles and Alex Manners
Amanda Marmot and Mark Tandy
Philip and Karin McDanell
Iain and Silvy McQuiston
Bryan and Tara Meehan
Neil and Amelia Mendoza
David and Jane Metter
Julie Mills
Bishop and Mrs Douglas Milmine
Marion Milne and Richard Turner
Tim and Felicia Mockett
Malcolm and Katherine Moir
Stephen and Jane Moore
Deborah Morris
Philip and Catherine Mould
James and Karen Mulville
Carol and Jan-Peter Onstwedder
Chris Packe
Sarah Palmer
Ingrid Jacobson Pinter
James Ponder
Keith and Elizabeth Ponder
Andrea and Hilary Ponti
Sir William and Lady Purves
Patricia Ramsay
Julia Riley
Mark and Wendy Robbins
Christina Robert and Barnaby Thompson
Edward and Carol Roussel
Amanda Sater
Charles and Carol Skinner
Susanna Spicer
John and Helen Spooner

Nigel and Debbie Spray
Herman and Anna Spruit
Poppy Teacher
Sally Tennant
David and Marika Thompson
Anthony and Vivien Thompson
Burkhard and Joanna von Schenk
Aneta Wallace
Henrik and Marika Wareborn
Charles and Susan Whiddington
Philip and Amanda Wilson
Ian Wilson
Peter and Sophie Windett
Nigel and Shane Winser
Paul and Madeleine Yates
Tim Best Travel
Cotswold Wildlife Park
The O'Hea Charitable Trust
The Ultimate Travel Company
The Wilson Foundation
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Every year, we are inspired and humbled by the
standard of conservation work presented to us.
Our shortlisted applicants have risen above
political, social and personal challenges in their
fight to conserve threatened environments
around the world. All deserve recognition and all
deserve to see their projects and charitable
organisations receive the significant funds which
accompany the Awards.
We could not administer the Whitley Awards
without the valuable input of our application
screeners and Judging Panel, who offer their
wise advice voluntarily.

Whitley Award Judging Panel and Application Screeners
Stuart Chapman
Programme Director, WWF Greater Mekong Programme
Adrian Darby OBE
Former Chairman, Joint Nature Conservation Committee
Dr. Glyn Davies
Director of Programmes, WWF-UK
Catherine Faulks
Trustee, WFN
Professor Morris Gosling
Evolutionary Biology Group, University of Newcastle
John Laing
Trustee, WFN
Sara Morrison
Trustee Emeritus, WWF-UK
Georgina Ponder
Director, WFN
Mark Rose
CEO, Fauna and Flora International
Francis Sullivan
Deputy Head of Group Sustainable Development, HSBC
Edward Whitley
Chair of Trustees and Founder, WFN
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Deepak Apte,
India
The remote reefs and atolls of
Lakshadweep off the West coast of India
are rich in marine life. Many globally
threatened species such as whale shark,
sperm whale, and hawksbill turtle are found
here. All are understudied, but it is the most
unassuming of them that could hold the key
to understanding this delicate ecosystem.
The less than charismatic giant clam is an
excellent indicator species. As sensitive
organisms, clams are the first to respond to
environmental change and their presence or
absence shows what is happening in reef

Giant Clams and local livelihoods: India’s first network
of marine protected areas, Lakshadweep
ecology. Where clams are healthy, so too is
the reef.
Lakshadweep also hosts a unique
human society completely dependent on
the reef for all their resources. The
matrilineal Muslim tradition of the native
community is characterized by a rich
indigenous knowledge combined with high
literacy which places minimal value on
financial capital. Women have a central role
in decision making, and a keen interest in
marine protection, creating a positive
environment for conservation. To date
the area is unprotected, but there is
an opportunity to encourage the
co-management of marine protected areas
to help protect the giant clam whilst
simultaneously reviving fishery resources
for local people.
Indian conservation biologist, Dr. Deepak
Apte, 43, is an Assistant Director with the
Bombay Natural History Society. He has
worked to gain the support of the people of
Lakshadweep, who understand the future
of the reef and their families are deeply
intertwined. Through two stages of
practical training – whereby community
facilitators are trained, and then train others

– Deepak is developing the capacity of over
2,000 islanders from the communities of
Kavaratti, Agatti and Bangaram to monitor
clams and their marine environment. The
new skills are empowering local people to
lead on conservation and secure their
livelihoods. By demonstrating how
protection leads to more fish, Deepak
hopes to generate enthusiasm for India’s
first interconnected network of MPAs at
Lakshadweep, which will be good news
both for the reef and the remarkable people
who reply upon it.
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Rodrigo Hucke-Gaete,
Chile
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Blue Whales are the largest animals ever to
have existed on earth. At up to 33 metres
long and 180 tonnes in weight, their sheer
size and grace makes Blue Whales ideal
flagship species for ocean conservation.
And yet, until 1966 when international
action brought the Blue Whale under
protection, they were killed on a massive
scale. With a single whale yielding
120 barrels of oil, in 1931 the slaughter
peaked with nearly 30,000 blue whales killed
in one season. After that they became so
scarce that whalers turned to other species,
but blues have not since recovered their
former numbers.
Chilean marine ecologist, Dr. Rodrigo
Hucke-Gaete, 33, is founder and President of
the Blue Whale Centre, dedicated to
understanding marine ecosystems and
threats to their function. In 2003, Rodrigo
headed a team that discovered one of the
most outstanding blue whale feeding and
nursing grounds known to exist in the
Southern Hemisphere. Located off Chiloé

Island and the Corcovado Gulf in southern
Chile, the Blue Whales found here appear to
be thriving, but the exciting discovery was
soon overshadowed by concern. Rapidly
intensifying economic activities threaten
this relatively pristine ecosystem, with
pollution, the spread of introduced species,
over-fishing and industrial maritime traffic
all increasing in impact.
For the past six years, Rodrigo and
his team have been developing an effective
conservation strategy for Chile’s blue whale
population. Partnered with a range of
institutions, they are gaining an
understanding of blue whale ecology
through tagging, survey and photo

Blue Whales: The Giants of
Marine Conservation
identification. They are involving local
stakeholders proactively in conservation, and
work in schools is changing attitudes
towards the ocean. At government level, the
team is using its research to advocate all
development, from salmon farming to whale
watching, is sustainable and integrates the
needs of local fishermen, the main
stakeholders of the coast. Central to this
work is the establishment of a new MultipleUse Marine and Coastal Protected Area – the
first of a network of MPAs new to Chile - to
protect whales from further decline. Longterm Rodrigo hopes to unify global efforts to
conserve oceans, not only in Chile but also
Antarctica and South America.
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Zahirul Islam,
Bangladesh
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Five of the world’s seven marine turtle
species are found in Bangladesh. However,
though given national protection in 2005,
Bangladesh’s sea turtles remain at threat.
Offshore turtles drown in fishing nets, whilst
onshore there is heavy exploitation for turtle
meat and eggs. Human needs in the region
are increasing, putting greater demands on
coastal resources. Indiscriminate
development in the form of hotels, shrimpfarms and roads are compounding habitat
loss, whilst the lack of data about the global
significance of Bangladesh for turtles
weakens the case for increased protection.
Marine biologist, Zahirul Islam, 39, is
Director of MarineLife Alliance and launched
Bangladesh’s first project for the
conservation of sea turtles in 1996. Focusing
on the 140km coastline of Cox's Bazar, he
and his team are working to actively protect
turtles through community-led field
interventions such as nest protection and
monitoring. He is accumulating evidence of
the importance of Cox’s Bazar by maintaining

Sea turtle conservation through working with
the communities of Cox’s Bazar
a national database of nestings and
strandings. Through tagging and exploration
of turtle migratory routes, Zahriul is
committed to understanding how to
effectively help the turtles whilst developing
ways for local people to derive an income
from conservation.
Working hand in hand with the fishing
families of Cox’s Bazar, Zahriul is spreading
awareness of how people impact wildlife
and helping people live in ways that do not
harm turtles. By raising local capacity to lead
in conservation, the team is simultaneously
strengthening unity against poaching and
empowering communities to have a say in
new developments that threaten their
livelihoods. Zahriul is now expanding the

project to encompass St. Martin Island,
Sonadia Island and Teknaf Peninsular Beach.
Key to the project is a new research and
education centre where people of all ages
can come to learn and celebrate their
coastline. To date local people has helped
release 15,000 hatchlings into the Bay of
Bengal, giving new hope for Bangladesh’s
sea turtles.
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Denny Kurniawan,
Borneo
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Sebangau National Park was created in 2004
to protect 5,500 km2 of tropical peat forest,
a globally important carbon store and home
to the largest population of orangutans in the
wild. Unfortunately the park was established
without involving local people, leading to
conflict and poverty. Government
intervention in 2005 ended timber extraction
along the Katingan River, but enforcement
was not accompanied by education or
livelihood training. Marginalised by the
government, indigenous people remain
unclear about how the park designation
affects them. Meanwhile, fires, wildlife
exploitation and deforestation continue
unregulated.
Environmental educator, Denny
Kurniawan, 28, is the Katingan Region
Programme Coordinator of Yayasan
Cakrawala Indonesia (YCI), an NGO created
in 2000 in response to the disastrous
consequences of mega development
projects in Central Kalimantan. Denny leads a
team devoted to developing a collaborative

Grassroots action for the management of
tropical peat forest in Sebangau National Park

approach to resource management that
involves at its core the wishes and
aspirations of local communities. In the eight
years since its inception, YCI has excelled in
bringing environmental education to local
people, training them in fire prevention on
peatland, their rights to land ownership and
registration, and how economic
development can be sustainable.
In 2005, Denny launched an independent
pilot project with the communities of
Katingan River to build local capacity to
respond to the issues raised by
development. He is bridging the gap
between government, park management
and local people and open discussions have
helped stakeholders identify their visions for

a sustainable future. YCI is now building on
local enthusiasm with long-term education
and training projects in the villages of
Baunbango, Gallinggang and Muara Bulan.
By empowering communities, Denny is
raising awareness of local environmental
issues and their affect on village life. His
chief goal is to gain a greater commitment
from the government to build stakeholder
cooperation, fight poverty, and encourage
realistic law enforcement – but this time,
with the full involvement of local people.
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Patrícia Medici,
Brazil
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Tapirs are unusual mammals; with four toes
on their front feet, three on the back, and a
short proboscis, their closest relatives are
horses and rhinos. Their appeal makes
them good ambassadors for conservation,
and they are also excellent indicator species
– preferring mature forests, their presence
is a good indication of forest quality. Tapirs
also produce only one offspring, every few
years, making them vulnerable to change.
There are four species of tapir and in all
areas of the world they are in decline. A
lack of tapirs indicates wider threats to their
habitat, and so tapirs help us understand
where forests are disturbed, whilst
highlighting areas for protection.
Patrícia Medici, 35, is a founding
member of the Brazilian NGO IPÊ and has
been Chair of the IUCN Tapir Specialist
Group for eight years. Since 1996, she has
led a long-term tapir conservation program
in the Atlantic Forests of Brazil. She has
used tapirs to pique the interest of local
communities, catalysing habitat

The Lowland Tapir Conservation Initiative: Expanding
from the Atlantic Forest to the Pantanal

conservation, environmental education and
capacity-building. One of the project’s
greatest achievements has been its work
with landless communities on agro-forestry
projects, restoring critical tapir habitat
based on the results of the team’s
telemetry research. The forest corridors
help the tapirs, whilst linking up habitat
fragments for the benefit of all wildlife. At
the same time they create economic
alternatives for families through the sale of
saplings to landowners.
Patricia is now launching a country-wide
Tapir Initiative to replicate the success of
her project across Brazil. She will begin in
the Pantanal, a biodiversity hotspot and the
world’s largest freshwater wetland, which
is under threat from development. Using

tapirs to excite local interest, stakeholders
are being welcomed into the project, and
their aspirations understood. Opportunities
for visitors to work side by side with wildlife
research teams to learn about the Pantanal
are being created, providing a financial
incentive to ranch owners to protect their
land. If successful, this major initiative will
result in a Regional Tapir Action Plan that
will address tapir decline, whilst catalysing
a shift towards landscape-level
conservation thinking across Brazil.
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Carlos Peres,
Brazil
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As well as having the fastest rate of
deforestation in the world, the Brazilian
Amazon retains 41% of all remaining tropical
rainforest. The early 21st century finds it at a
critical juncture; decisions made in the next
decade will ultimately seal the fate of the
region. Forest clearance continues in some
areas, whilst elsewhere vast tracts are being
degraded by selective logging, surface fires,
fragmentation, overhunting and illegal gold
mining. With many reserves protected only
‘on paper’, conservation approaches to the
Amazon still lack a clear rationale. To avoid
wholesale destruction, policy makers must
decide how best to achieve a compromise
between economic development and
conservation in the expanding area of private
land claims.
Brazilian conservation biologist, Dr. Carlos
Peres, 44, is a team leader at the NGO
Fundação Ecológica Cristalino, and over the
last 20 years has led conservation
programmes across all nine Amazonian
countries. Carlos argues the Amazon needs

Trade-offs between biodiversity & land value in the
‘Arc of Deforestation’, Amazonian frontier

a bigger plan - a network of core reserves
combining strict-protection and sustainable
use that are sufficiently large to support a full
complement of species and landscape-scale
ecological processes. With his team, Carlos
plans an innovative approach in one of the
most aggressive deforestation frontiers
anywhere, the Alta Floresta region of Mato
Grosso. The region accounts for 52% of all
Amazonian deforestation and leads Brazil in
soybean export and cattle ranching. As a
result the landscape is a mosaic of forest
fragments and highly degraded areas where
ecosystem function is in jeopardy.
Since 2002, the team has worked
to establish a collaborative network of
230 landowners controlling holdings of
1 to 100 km2. The next stage is to compare

the real value of different forms of land use
by measuring monetary income per km2,
biodiversity retention, and ecosystem
services such as the above-ground carbon
stock value. The team will pool data from
60 sites based on fieldwork, local interviews
and government statistics to assess the
degree to which different land uses are
economically and ecologically sustainable in
the long run. Carlos will use powerful
economic arguments to persuade local, state
and federal authorities that maintaining large
areas of primary forests makes sense. The
data will be used to build a land-use planning
model that can inform landscape
management throughout the Alta Floresta
region and elsewhere in the ‘Arc of
Deforestation’.
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Ernesto Ráez-Luna,
Peru
The heavily forested Tambopata river basin
in southeast Peru is a headwater of the
Madeira River, the largest Amazon tributary.
Long seen as one of Peru's last great
wildernesses, these headwaters are now
under threat on an unprecedented scale.
Four hydro-electric dams will be built
downstream, causing migratory fish
extinctions. The Interoceanic Highway that
will stretch from Peru's west coast to east

13

Ecosystem approach to conservation of the
headwaters of the Amazonian, Tambopata

coast of Brazil is being paved across fragile
mountain forests. Climbing prices of gold
and oil are fuelling a ravaging extractive
fever. Faced with such threats, traditional,
species-centred approaches to conservation
are insufficient to provide effective answers.
Peruvian conservationist, Ernesto RáezLuna, 45, has worked on conservation of
upper Madeira since 1985. He coordinates
the Working Group for the Interoceanic
Highway, a collective of 50 NGOs
concerned for how this tide of development
will impact local livelihoods. Ernesto is
drawing international attention to the plight

of the Madeira as a global ecosystem. He is
bringing local communities and regional
authorities together to work towards a
sustainable land-use plan for the upper and
lower Tambopata. As the basin falls across
two different Peruvian administrations, this
is an ambitious approach to regional
development planning and budgeting that
has not been attempted in Peru before.
In the lower basin, streams and lakes
threatened by gold miners will be protected,
whilst in the upper basin, small coffee and
citrus growers will be trained in watershedfriendly farming methods. A key role of the
team will be to resolve conflict between
local communities and the Park
administration, providing technical advice
and workshops to build consensus for
development planning. Above all, Ernesto is
drawing attention to the explicit links
between river basins and human health and
livelihoods. His goal is to build a shared
vision that is not anti-development, but
which mitigates the enormous threats
overtaking one of the world's most
important and life-supporting ecosystems.
13
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Marleny Rosales-Meda,
Guatemala
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Laguna Lachuá National Park, a vast tropical
wetland area, is one of the most biodiversityrich regions of Guatemala. 49 indigenous
Maya-Q´eqchi´ communities live here,
dependent on the resources in and around
the National Park. Many are survivors of
Guatemala’s 36 year civil war and were
displaced from their original lands.
Traditionally self-reliant, the Maya-Q´eqchi´
have a subsistence economy based mainly
on agriculture and the use of wildlife and
other forest products. Hunting is an ancestral
practice that as well as providing quality
protein eliminates problem animals that
damage crops. 15 species of mammals and
24 species of birds are hunted for domestic
consumption.
Wildlife biologist, Marleny Rosales-Meda,
28, leads a team working on Guatemala's
first long-term study of subsistence hunting
in the unique culture of the Maya-Q´eqchi´.
The recent conflict and now the Central
America Free Commerce Treaty have
jeopardised traditional ways of life, and

Sustainable forest use and subsistence hunting for
indigenous Maya-Q´eqchi´ communities, Lachuá]

demand for resource extraction is
increasing. Marleny's Participative Bilingual
Environmental Education Program (PBEEP)
is helping create a future where indigenous
people are proud of their identity, aware of
their rights and actively in control of
management of their lands. Since 2000,
the team has carried out ethno-biological
research which has revealed hunting,
done in the traditional way, favours an
appropriate use of wildlife. Marleny believes
that this understanding of wise-use can be
nurtured to develop effective conservation
approaches in the region at a time
when people are losing touch with their
indigenous roots
On the invitation of 19 Mayan-Q´eqchi´
communities, PBEEB was launched to

establish a hunting management system
administered entirely by local people. A key
aim is to reinstate methods of hunting –
such as avoiding species during their
breeding seasons - that are sustainable in
the long term. Local people are being
encouraged to share their knowledge,
spiritual practices and to celebrate their
indigenous identity. This innovative pilot
project aims to help protect the National Park
and local livelihoods by training people in
resource management, whilst improving
their ability to work with government
authorities. Inevitably, change is coming to
Guatemala, but thanks to Marleny and her
team, the Maya-Q´eqchi´ are increasingly
equipped to face the future together.
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Çağan Şekercioğlu,
Turkey
Kuyucuk Lake in northeast Kars province lies
within one of the least developed but most
ecologically important regions of Turkey, an
area degrading rapidly in response to human
pressures. Found at the convergence of the
Caucasus and Irano-Anatolian biodiversity
hotspots, the lake is critical to both birds and
the rural communities who live close to the
2.2km2 lake. With winter temperatures

15

Community-based conservation, restoration
and bird-tourism at Kuyucuk Lake

reaching -50oC and an income of less than
£400 per person per year, mile-high Kars is a
harsh and timeless place, where summers
are for stockpiling wheat, hay, and dung for
fuel to survive the winter.
In this forbidding landscape of
overgrazed steppe, Lake Kuyucuk is a
beacon of life and the region’s most
important wetland. With over 30,000 birds
of 161 species, Kuyucuk is key habitat for
globally Endangered White-headed Duck
and Egyptian Vulture. The waterfowl are not
directly disturbed by locals, but outsiders
hunt illegally and poach raptors for falconry.
Constant overgrazing by hundreds of
livestock removes all the grass and
most of the reeds. The spring water which
feeds the lake is diverted for cows.

There is an urgent need for a locally-based
conservation program that benefits the
villagers and restores Kuyucuk to its
true glory.
Turkish conservationist Dr. Çagan
ekercioglu, 32, initiated the Kars
Biodiversity Project in 2003. Under the
umbrella of local NGO Kuzeydoga Society,
he is working at all levels, lobbying the
government to increase protection and gain
international RAMSAR recognition for Lake
Kuyucuk. His holistic approach, the only
example of its kind in Turkey, is introducing
simple solutions that protect the wetland
whilst bringing real benefits to local people.
Students from primary to graduate level are
being taught in the field, nurturing the next
generation of custodians. Paths for
birdwatchers open the possibility for
significant contributions to the local
economy whilst protecting nesting birds.
A buffer zone around the wetland is
reducing erosion whilst drinking points limit
damage by livestock. The project’s
emphasis on youth has energized the local
desire for stewardship and has hit a live
nerve in Kars to take control of the future of
this special wetland.
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Jean Wiener,
Haiti
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As recently as 1925, the nation of Haiti was
lush, with 60% of its original forest still
intact. Since then all but an estimated 1% of
original forest cover has been logged to
produce charcoal, the country's primary
source of fuel, with a devastating effect on
local communities. Deforestation has
destroyed fertile farmland soils and led to
erosion, which in turn has caused flooding,
coastal sedimentation and pollution.
Agricultural chemicals are swept into the
ocean, all of which kills fish, reducing the
ability for communities to feed themselves.
Haiti still retains a high biodiversity in
proportion to its small size, but despite
attracting international funding, reforestation
efforts to date have failed.
Local Haitian, Jean Wiener, 43, founded
FoProBiM in 1992, Haiti’s only NGO
dedicated to protection of the coastal and
marine environment. This practical project
provides educational activities and direct
interventions to address the needs of local
communities. Along with awareness raising,

Education, capacity building and action
for people and environment

conflict resolution, workshops and
association building, FroProBiM offers
training in community leadership and has
effectively engaged over 2,500 stakeholders.
Empowerment is a key goal, providing locals
with the means to begin the management of
their environmental resources to create a
better future for their families.
Overfishing is a crucial issue and
FoProBiM has already succeeded in
producing an abridged Créole version of the
Haitian fisheries laws, distributing them to
more than 5,000 people. Haiti’s first and
second artificial reefs have been created to
help aid the recovery of fish, whilst mooring
buoys have been installed to reduce anchor
damage to corals. Mangroves are being
replanted, whilst exploring real alternatives

to charcoal production for fuel. The team
now aims to increase the options for income
generation to alleviate poverty whilst
protecting the environment, and to designate
Haiti’s first marine reserve, co-managed by
local stakeholders.
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Liu Yi,
China
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Mangroves are special salt-loving trees that
play a significant role in ocean ecology.
Their roots stabilise coastlines while also
providing important marine habitat for
economically important fish and migratory
birds. Mangroves also give natural coastal
protection to millions of people by protecting
beaches from waves and hurricanes.
However, in China as elsewhere in the
world, these important forests are being cut
down for firewood and coastal development.
In just 50 years, 70% of China’s mangrove
forests have been lost. Globally, the loss is
significant, with two ciritcally endangered
mangrove species found only in China.
Conservation campaigner, Liu Yi, 26,
is Chairman of the China Mangrove
Conservation Network (CMCN) and Honorary
Director of the Greenwild Association of
Xiamen University. In 2001, he founded the
China Mangrove Protection Project to help
protect the mangroves of all five provinces
of South-eastern China. With his team, Liu Yi
promotes a diverse range of projects

The China Mangrove Protection Project
involving research, rehabilitation, education,
community development and training. His
goal is to raise public awareness of the need
to restore and protect mangroves, not only
for the benefit of wildlife, but also to
increase coastal protection, and at the same
time get thousands of people involved in
conservation.
In the past six years, 16 projects have
been launched by the CMCN and more than
40 NGOs, volunteer groups, coastal
communities, schools, and research
institutes have joined the network. 200,000
students have taken part in the Sustainable
Development Education programmes and
3,000 volunteers have contributed to the
reforestation of more than 150,000
mangrove trees. The scope of the project is
remarkable and Liu Yi is now eager to
expand his work across the rest of China,
harnessing grassroot support to catalyse a
nation-wide understanding of the need to
protect China’s mangroves.
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Continuation Funding
To support our most effective winners
We stay in close touch with our winners,
offering support, contacts and advice.
When funding allows, the most successful
are invited to reapply to us after the
conclusion of their Whitley Award work and
once their final report has been received and
assessed by our screeners.

Continuation Funding Winners 2007-2008
Randall Arauz, Action for sharks, Costa Rica
Gargi Banerji, Sustainable use of medicinal and aromatic plants, Himalayas, India
Sergei Bereznuk, Amur tiger and leopard conservation, Primorye, Russia
Achilles Byaruhanga & Kerryn Morrison, Crane and wetland conservation, Uganda
Gerardo Ceballos, Biosphere reserve for the prairie-dog grassland ecosystem, Mexico
Didiher Chacón-Chaverri, The Caribbean Leatherback Sea Turtle Alliance, Costa Rica

This ‘Continuation Funding’, which this year
ranged from grants of £15,000 to £60,000,
allows us to continue our link between
you and these extraordinary people.
Having started their relationship with us
working at a local level, many of our winners
have now emerged as national figures with
increasing influence to effect change in their
countries. We are proud to have contributed
to their success.

Lynn Clayton, The Nantu Forest Conservation Programme, Sulawesi, Indonesia
Laury Cullen, Jaguars as landscape detectives for the Atlantic Forest, Brazil
Daniela Hamidovic, Conservation of the Longfingered Bat and Karstic habitat, Croatia
Charudutt Mishra, People and snow leopards in the Himalayan high altitudes, India
Andrés Novaro, Long-term conservation of the Patagonian and Andean Steppe, Argentina
Claudio Padua, Black-faced lion tamarins: implementing a Species Action Plan, Brazil
Rom Whitaker, Agumbe rainforest research station and education centre, W. Ghats, India

Associate Awards
To fund the next generation of Whitley Award Winners
Over the last four years we have also
developed a category of Associate Awards for
leaders who though not quite ready to be
invited to interview, are doing great work that
should be encouraged. Associate Awards
allow us to broaden our support of grassroots
nature conservationists who, though relatively
early stage, are already doing excellent work
around the world. Small grants of up to
£10,000 give them the ‘leg-up’ they need to
expand their projects and we stay in touch
with them as they progress. Last year,
Sandra Bessudo was the first Associate
Award winners to successfully reapply for the
full Whitley Award, illustrating the value of
these small grants.

Associate Award Winners 2008
Mathew Akon – A legislated Conservation Area in the Torricelli Mountain Range, Papua New Guinea
Diego Amorocho – Sea Turtle Conservation in Protected Areas of the Colombian Pacific, Colombia.
Angela Maldonado – A Participatory Conservation Strategy for the Calderon Basin of the Amazon, Colombia
Rebecca Pradhan – Community-led conservation of critically endangered White-bellied Heron, Bhutan
Xin Yang – The environmental impact of the dam submerged area of the Upper Yangtze, China

Associate Award Winners 2007
Jorge Angula-Valdes – Effectiveness of a National Marine Park in providing fishery sustainability, Cuba
Gustavo Chiaramonte – Protecting Nursery Grounds for Threatened Sharks, Argentina
Archana Godbole – Revival of traditional forest conservation in northern Western Ghats, India
Mirza Kusrini – Frog conservation education and research in West Java, Indonesia
Biswajit Mohanty – Community-based conservation of freshwater turtles of the Mahanadi river, India
Brad Norman – Whale shark conservation monitoring and the move to ecotourism, India & Taiwan

We would like to thank…
James and Victoria Corcoran, Robert and
Ruth Maxted, Christopher and Annie Newell,
The LJC Fund, HSBC Holdings Plc and
WildInvest …for their support of the
Associate Awards 2007 to 2008.
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Lizette Siles – Bat Conservation and Community Education Project, Bolivia
Hammerskjoeld Simwinga – Conservation through Sustainable Rural Development in North Luangwa, Zambia
Bibiana Vilá – Building capacities for wild vicuña conservation, Argentina

“The positive impact we received
was as much from the publicity as
it was from the funds. The press
coverage facilitated our
interactions with government
officials and representatives from
the hydrocarbon and mining
companies, key stakeholders in the
areas where we work. They simply
took us more seriously after the
Award!”
Andrés Novaro, ARGENTINA
Whitley Award 2005

“It would not be an exaggeration to
say winning the Whitley Award
was the proudest day of my
professional life. I still remember
all kinds of tiny details of that
afternoon. Even now, eleven years
later in my ongoing bear
conservation work, I continue to
try to live up to the inspiring
standard set by other winners.
And it’s a tall order.”
Susanna Paisley, BOLIVIA
Whitley Award 1997

“The new Qinghai-Tibetan railway
and its impact on the fragile
high-altitudes has attracted much
attention, but conservation funds
have always been scarce within
China. Without the Associate
Award, our work would not have
happened. We have recruited
volunteers to start a project on
the train, urging tourists to be
responsible. We are working
where no-one else is working
and no-one else is funding.”
Xin Yang, CHINA
Associate Award 2006

2008 Whitley Awards
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Film Sponsorship
This year we have created a short film to
mark 15 years of the Whitley Awards.
We would like to thank Eski Thomas for her
generous support in the making of this film.
All of the music you will hear tonight has
also been composed specially for WFN, with
full right of ownership, enabling us for the
first time to show the films on our website.
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